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Abstract. Content-based video navigation is an efficient method for
browsing video information. A common approach is to cluster shots into
groups and visualize them afterwards. In this paper, we present a pro-
totype that follows in general this approach. Unlike existing systems,
the clustering is based on a growing self-organizing map algorithm. We
focus on studying the applicability of SOMs for video navigation sup-
port. We ignore the temporal aspect completely during the clustering,
but we project the grouped data on an original time bar control after-
wards. This complements our interface by providing – at the same time
– an integrated view of time and content based information. The aim is
to supply the user with as much information as possible on one single
screen, without overwhelming him. Special attention is also given to the
interaction possibilities which are hierarchically organized.

1 Introduction

Extremely large digital libraries with all types of multimedia documents are
available today. Efficient methods to manage and access these archives are cru-
cial, for instance, quick search for similar documents or effective summarization
via visualization of the underlying structure.

The prototype presented in this paper implements methods to structure and
visualize video content in order to support a user in navigating within a single
video. We focus on the way video information is summarized in order to improve
content-based navigation. Currently, a common approach is to use clustering
algorithms in order to automatically group similar shots and then to visualize
the discovered groups in order to provide an overview of the considered video
stream [1,2]. Summarization and representation of video sequences are usually
keyframe-based. A keyframe is a representative still image of a video sequence.
The simplest method of extracting a keyframe for a given sequence is to choose
its median frame. The keyframes can be arranged in the form of a temporal list
and hierarchical browsing is then based on the clustered groups. In this paper, we
use one promising unsupervised clustering approach that combines both good
clustering and visualization capabilities: the self-organizing maps (SOMs). In
fact, they have been successfully used for the navigation of text [3,4,5,6] and
image collections [7,8].
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The visualization capabilities of self-organizing maps provide an intuitive way
of representing the distribution of data as well as the object similarities. As most
clustering algorithms, SOMs operate on numerical feature vectors. Thus, video
content has to be defined by numerical feature vectors that characterize it. A
variety of significant characteristics has been defined for all types of multime-
dia information [9]. From video documents, colour histograms for describing the
keyframes are widely used [1,2,10]. We also followed this simple approach, since
our goal was to investigate the visualisation and interaction capabilities of SOMs
for video structuring and navigation. For this purpose, sophisticated visual de-
scriptors and similarity measures are not necessary. Since we use only colour
features of still images as a model for the video content on which we apply the
clustering algorithm, temporal information is completely ignored. However, after
clustering the grouped images are projected on a time bar tool that is visualizing
the temporal distribution of similar sequences.

Our system is composed of feature extraction, structuring, visualization, and
user interaction components. Structuring and visualization parts are based on
growing SOMs that were developed in previous works and applied to other forms
of interactive retrieval [6,11]. We believe that growing SOMs are particularly
adapted to fit video data. The visualization and user interaction components
were designed with the intention to provide intuitive content-based video brows-
ing functionalities to the user. In the following four sections we describe the
system components and the processing steps. First, we discuss the video feature
extraction process. Then we shortly describe how the data is structured by using
growing self-organizing maps. Afterwards, a detailed description of the visualiza-
tion component of the system is given. Before concluding, the last section deals
with the interaction possibilities of our system.

2 Video Feature Extraction

The video feature extraction component supplies the self-organizing map with
numerical vectors and therefore they form the basis of the system. This process
is shown in Fig. 1. The module consists of two parts: temporal segmentation and
feature extraction.

Fig. 1. Video Feature Extraction
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2.1 Temporal Segmentation

The video stream is automatically segmented into shots by detecting their
boundaries. A shot is a continous video sequence taken from one camera. We
identify shot boundaries by searching for rapid changes of the difference between
colours histograms of successive frames, using a single threshold. It was shown in
[12] that this simple approach performs rather well. The colours are represented
in the IHS (intensity, hue, saturation) space, because of its suitable perceptual
properties and the independence between the three colourspace components. A
simple filtering process allows the reduction of the number of false positives,
i.e. a set of two successive frames which belong to the same shot although the
difference of their colour histograms exceeds the given threshold. The shots with
an insufficient number of frames (usually less than 5), are ignored. However, the
number of false positives does not have a great influence on our approach, since
similar shots will be assigned to the same cluster, as discussed in the following.

2.2 Feature Extraction

In order to obtain good clustering a reasonable representation of the video seg-
ments is necessary. For each shot, one keyframe is extracted (we choose the
median frame of a shot) along with its colour histograms using a specified colour
space. The system currently supports IHS, HSV , and RGB colour models. Apart
from a global colour histogram, histograms for certain regions of the image are
also extracted. Four regions are defined, the top, bottom, left, and right rectan-
gles of the image. Each histogram is described by a numerical feature vector. In
order to be able to train a self-organizing map with the resulting set of vectors,
we use an early fusion strategy by merging all histogram vectors into a single
virtual vector, which is then used to define each shot.

3 Structuring with Growing Self-Organizing Maps

Self-organizing maps (SOMs) [13] are artificial neural networks, well suited for
clustering and visualization of high dimensional information. In fact, they map
high-dimensional data into a low dimensional space (two dimensional map). The
map is organized as a grid of symmetrically connected cells. During learning,
similar high dimensional objects are progressively grouped together into the
cells. After training, objects that are assigned to cells close to each other, in
the low-dimensional space, are also close to each other in the high-dimensional
space.

Our map is based on cells organized in hexagonal form, because the distances
between adjacent cells are always constant on the map (see Fig. 2). In fact, in
the traditional rectangular topology the distance would depend on whether the
two cells are adjacent vertically (or rather horizontally) or diagonally.

The neuronal network structure of SOMs is organized in two layers (Fig. 2).
The neurons in the input layer correspond to the input dimensions, here the
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feature vector describing the shot. The output layer (map) contains as many
neurons as clusters needed. The connection weights between input and output
layer of neural network encode positions in the high-dimensional feature space.
Every unit in the output layer represents a prototype, i.e. here the center of a
cluster of similar shots.

Fig. 2. Structure of a Hexagonally Organized Self-Organizing Map: The basic structure
is an artificial neural network with two layers. Each element of the input layer is
connected to every element of the map.

Before the learning phase of the network, the two-dimensional structure of the
output units is fixed and the weights are initialized randomly. During learning,
the sample vectors are repeatedly propagated through the network. The weights
of the most similar prototype ws (winner neuron) are modified such that the
prototype moves towards the input vector wi. To preserve the neighbourhood
relations, prototypes that are close to the winner neuron in the two-dimensional
structure are also moved in the same direction. The strength of the modification
decreases with the distance from the winner neuron. Therefore, the weights ws

of the winner neuron are modified according to the following equation:

∀i : w
′

s = ws + v(c, i).δ.(ws − wi) (1)

where δ is a learning rate. By this learning procedure, the structure in the
high-dimensional sample data is non-linearly projected to the lower-dimensional
topology.

Although the application of SOMs is straightforward, a main difficulty is
defining an appropriate size for the map. Indeed, the number of clusters has to
be defined before starting to train the map with data. Therefore, the size of the
map is usually too small or too large to map the underlying data appropriately,
and the complete learning process has to be repeated several times until an
appropriate size is found. Since the objective is to structure the video data, the
desired size depends highly on the content. An extension of self-organizing maps
that overcomes this problem is the growing self-organizing map [6].
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3.1 The Growing Self-Organizing Map

The main idea is to initially start with a small map and then add during training
iteratively new units, until the overall error – measured, e.g., by the inhomogene-
ity of objects assigned to a unit – is sufficiently small. Thus the map adapts itself
to the structure of the underlying data collection. The applied method restricts
the algorithm to add new units to the external units if the accumulated error of
a unit exceeds a specified threshold value. This approach simplifies the growing
problem (reassignment and internal-topology difficulties) and it was shown in
[6] that it copes well with the introduction of data in low and high dimensional
spaces. The way a new unit is inserted is illustrated in Fig. 3.

xi, yi: weight vectors
xk: weight vector of unit with highest error
m: new unit
α, β: smoothness weights (defaults: α ≈ 0.2, β ≈ 0.5)
Computation of new weight vector for xm for m:

xm =

�
�xk + α ∗ (xk − yk) +

n�
i=0,i�=k

(xi + β ∗ (xi − yi))

�
�∗ 1

n + 1

Fig. 3. Insertion of a new Unit: When the cumulated error of a cell exceeds a threshold,
a new unit xm is added to the map. It is placed next to the unit with the highest error
at the border of the map.

3.2 Similarity Between Shots

As in all clustering algorithms the main problem is how to model the similarity
between the objects that are going to be grouped into one cluster. We model the
difference of two video sequences with the Euclidean distance of the two low-level
feature vectors that were extracted from the video. However, this distance does
not necessarily correspond to a perceived distance by a human. In addition,
these features represent only a small part of the video content. In any case,
there remains a semantic gap between the video content and what we see on the
map. However, since for this first prototype study we are mainly interested in
the capabilities of the SOMs, this approach seems sufficient, since we are not
looking at grouping the shots ”purely semantically”, but rather at extracting a
structure based on visual similarities.

4 Visualization

Our system represents a video shot by a single keyframe and constructs higher
level aggregates of shots. The user has the possibility to browse the content in
several ways. The basic idea is to provide as much information as possible on a
single screen, without overwhelming the user. Therefore, we combined elements
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Fig. 4. Screenshot of the Interface: The player in the top left corner provides video
access on the lowest interaction level. The time bar and shot list provide an intermediate
level of summarized information while the growing self-organizing map on the right
represents the highest abstraction level.

providing information on three abstraction levels as illustrated in Fig. 4. First,
there is an overview over the whole content provided by the self-organizing map
window, described in section 4.1. On each cell, the keyframe of the shot that is
the nearest to the cluster centre, i.e. the most typical keyframe of a cluster, is
displayed. The second level consists of a combined content-based and time-based
visualization. Furthermore, a list of shots is provided for each grid cell (see Sect.
4.2) and a control (see Sect. 4.3) derived from the time-bar control helps to
identify content that is similar to the currently selected shot.

4.1 Self Organizing Map Window

The self-organizing map window (see Fig. 4.1) contains the visual representation
of the self organizing map where the clusters are represented by hexagonal nodes.
The most typical keyframe of the cluster is displayed on each node. If there are
no shots assigned to a special node no picture is displayed. The background
colors of the grid cells are used to visualize different information about the
clusters. After learning, shades of green indicate the distribution of keyframes:
the brightness of a cell depends on the number of shots assigend to it (see Fig.
4.1a). Later, the background color indicates the similarity of the cluster to a
selected shot as described below. For a thorough discussion of coloring methods
for self-organizing maps we like to refer to [14].
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(a) (b)

Fig. 5. Growing self-organizing map: (a) After training. The brightness of a cell indi-
cates the number of shots assigned to each node. On each node the keyframe of the
shot with the smallest difference to the cluster center is displayed. (b) After a shot
has been selected. The brightness of a cell indicates the distance between each cluster
center and the keyframe of the chosen shot. Notice that sequences in adjacent cells are
similar as intended.

After this first display, a click on a cell opens a list of shots assigned to the
specific cell (see Sect. 4.2). The user can then select a specific shot from the
list. As a result, the colour of the map changes to shades of red (see Fig. 4.1b).
Here, the intensity of the colour depends on the distance between the cluster
centres and the actually selected shot and thus is an indicator for its similarity.
For instance, if we select a shot that has the visual characteristics A and B, all
the nodes with these characteristics will be coloured in bright red and it will
progressively change towards a darker red based on the distance. This implies
in particular that the current node will be automatically coloured in bright red,
since by construction all of its elements are most similar. In fact, objects that
are assigned to cells close to each other, in the low-dimensional space, are also
close to each other in the high-dimensional space.

But this does not mean that objects with a small distance in the high-
dimensional space are necessarily assigned to cells separated by a small distance
on the map. For instance, we can have on one side of the map a node with
shots with the characteristics A and on another the ones with B. And then in
one of both, let’s say A-type, a shot with characteristics A and B. Thanks to
the visualisation schema presented above, starting with a shot A&B, located in
a node A, we will easily identify the nodes in which all the shots are rather of
type B. This improves significantly the navigation possibilities provided by other
clustering schemas.

From user interaction perspective the map is limited to the following actions:
select nodes and communicate cluster assignment and colour information to the
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time bar. Nevertheless it is a very powerful tool which is especially useful for
presenting a structured summarization of the video to the user.

4.2 Player and Shot List

The player is an essential part of every video browsing application. Since the
video is segmented into shots, functionalities were added especially for the pur-
pose of playing the previous and the next shot.

A shot list window showing all keyframes assigned to a cell (Fig. 4) is added
to the interface every time a user selects a node from the map. Multiple shot
lists for different nodes can be open at the same time representing each shot
by a keyframe. These keyframes correspond to the actual selected node in the
self-organizing map, as described in section 4.1. When clicking on one of the
keyframes, the system plays the corresponding shot in the video. The button for
playing the current node is a special control, which results in a consecutive play
operation of all shots corresponding to the selected node, starting with the first
shot. This adds another temporal visualization method to the segmented video.

4.3 Time Bar

The time bar of our prototype (Fig. 6) reintroduces the temporal aspect into the
interface which we ignored in the SOM. The colours of the self organizing map
are projected into the temporal axis. With this approach, it is possible to see
within the same view the information about the similarity of keyframes and the
corresponding temporal information. A green double arrow displays the current
temporal position within the video. Additionally, there are black extensions on
the time bar at the places where the corresponding shots of the selected node can
be found. There are two interaction possibilities with our time bar. By clicking
once on any position, the system plays the corresponding shot. Clicking twice,
it forces the self organizing map to change the currently selected node to the
one corresponding to the chosen frame. And therefore, the background colour
schema of the map is recomputed.

Fig. 6. Time Bar Control: The time bar control provides additional information. The
brightness of the colour indicates the distribution of similar sequences on the time
scale. Around the time bar, black blocks visualize the temporal positions of the shots
assigned to the currently selected node. Finally, the two arrows point out the actual
player position.
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5 User Interaction

The four components presented above are integrated into one single screen (Fig.
4) providing a structured view of the video content. The methods for user inter-
action are hierarchically organized (Fig. 7). The first layer is represented by the
video viewer. The shot lists and timebar visualize the data on the second layer.
The self-organizing map provides the highest abstraction level.

Fig. 7. User Interactions: This figure illustrates the main user interactions possible
with our system. All listed elements are visible to the user on one single screen and
always accessible thus providing a summarization on all layers at the same time.

The self-organizing map is situated in the third layer. The user can select
nodes and retrieve their content i.e. the list of corresponding keyframes. The
time bar is automatically updated by visualizing the temporal distribution of
the corresponding shots when the current node is changed. Thus, a direct link
from the third to the second layer is established. Furthermore the user views at
the same time the temporal distribution of similar shots inside the whole video
on the time bar, after a certain shot has been selected. In the other direction
selecting shots using both the time bar and the list of keyframes causes the map
to recompute the similarity values for its nodes and to change the selected node.
The colour of the grid cells is computed based on the distance of its prototype to
the selected shot. The same colours are used inside the time bar. Once the user
has found a shot of interest, he can easily browse through similar shots using
the colour indication on the time bar or map.

Notice that the first layer cannot be accessed directly from the third layer.
Different play operations are activated by the time bar and shot lists. The player
itself gives feedback about its current position to the time bar. The time bar is
actualized usually when the current shot changes.

All visualization components are highly interconnected. In contrast to other
multi-layer interfaces, the user can always use all provided layers simultaneously
within the same view. He can select nodes from the map, keyframes from the
list or from the time bar, or even nodes from the time bar by double-clicking.
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6 Conclusions

The structuring and visualization of video information is a complex and chal-
lenging task. In this paper we presented a tool for content-based video navigation
based on a growing self-organizing map. Our interface allows the user to browse
the video content using simultaneously several perspectives, temporal as well as
content-based representations of the video. Combined with the interaction pos-
sibilities between them this allows efficient searching of relevant information in
video content.
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